which portrays the relationship between a Japanese government official and his Chinese translator, the title character. The narrative is focalized mainly through the perspective of the Japanese government official, and as a result, it emphasizes the shift in his attitude toward his Chinese subordinate. Yet, as several critics have noted, the concluding scene of this story reveals that despite the changes in the Japanese character's attitude, the Chinese character's perspective remains ambiguous. 17 The ending of the story thus leaves the possibility of "ethnic harmony" and intercultural understanding in some doubt.
In addition to exploring the challenges of intercultural communication between
Chinese and Japanese, Ushijima wrote several essays describing the difficulties of life as a Japanese colonist on the continent. Her essay "Musings on Manchuria" (Manshū zuikan, 1944) , published in Kyūshū bungaku (Kyūshū literature), identifies how the landscape and climate of Manchuria affect the lives of colonial Japanese, due to their stark contrast to the geography and weather of Japan. 18 One topic that emerges in several of her essays is the unsuitability of the Japanese kimono for the long, harsh winters of Manchuria. 19 In her discussion of this dilemma for Japanese women, Ushijima confesses that although she wears Western-style clothing in the cold weather, she occasionally longs for a nagasode (long-sleeved) kimono, despite her better judgment. Through this seemingly mundane discussion, she subtly asserts her connection to a Japanese identity while also pointing to the difficulty of maintaining that identity abroad. Ushijima's writing thus shows her awareness of the multiple perspectives circulating throughout the empire-perspectives shaped not only by ethnic identity but also by one's surroundings. Her story "Woman" extends this exploration of intercultural exchange by distinguishing between the perspectives of Japanese colonists in Manchuria and those of their counterparts in the metropole.
Literary critics have interpreted "Woman" as a reflection of Ushijima's personal experience of stillbirth, an assessment that may be due in part to the story's Japanese female protagonist. 20 Since most of Ushijima's other works from this period have male protagonists, many of whom are Chinese, the character of Kazue stands out in her oeuvre.
Additionally, the popular practice of reading fiction through a biographical lens undoubtedly contributed to critics' linking the author and her protagonist. 21 For example, literary scholar Tada Shigeharu states that the work reveals Ushijima's maternal instinct (bosei honnō), and in providing a synopsis of the story, he intertwines Ushijima's own life with that of her protagonist. 22 And Nishihara Kazumi describes the protagonist as the author's alter ego (sakusha no bunshin). 23 Certainly, Ushijima's personal experience may have added to the complexity or depth of this portrayal, and this story's depiction of the emotional impact of a stillbirth upon a mother is quite notable. Yet a biographical reading of the story limits its interpretive possibilities, and does not take into account the author's broader commentary on the position of the gendered colonialist subject, caught between the nation and the colonies. The following analysis attends to the protagonist's shifting subject position and explores the intersections among her identities as a woman, a mother, and a Japanese subject with ties to both Japan and Manchuria.
The Maternal Body as Nikutai
"Woman" follows the protagonist Kazue through the birth of her second child, the discovery that her infant daughter is stillborn, and her ensuing grief. The transformation that Kazue undergoes is evident in the narrative treatment of her body, which develops from being perceived as an individual, physical entity (nikutai) to, by the end of the story, a vessel for the imperial project (kokutai). The first chapter of "Woman" establishes the maternal body and the experience of motherhood in individual physical terms, by opening with Kazue alone in bed, beginning to feel contractions in the middle of the night. The narrative describes the process of giving birth, focusing on her somatic experience. When the contractions begin to intensify, she crouches over and balls up her fists, waiting for the next wave of pain. 24 She silently grits her teeth and is described as having "battled"
(tatakatta) the violent pains that "attacked her" (osōtekuru). 25 These descriptions portray parturition as a painful and violent process and emphasize its physicality, subtly likening it to a fight. After the birth, her body is in a "state of emptiness" (kyodatsu no jōtai), to the point that she cannot produce a single thought (nan no shinen mo wakiagaranu). 26 The process has rendered her a physically and psychically empty shell, ultimately privileging the corporeal. Through this intimate portrayal of childbirth, Ushijima thus emphasizes the maternal body as flesh and blood, as nikutai.
At the same time that the story depicts the physical experience of childbirth, it also frames the event in specific, individualized terms. Ushijima accentuates this singular perspective by focalizing the narrative through the protagonist's consciousness.
Although the story is narrated in the third person, the first chapter is composed mainly of Kazue's perceptions of the present and her recollections of the past. For example, while waiting for the contractions to increase in frequency, Kazue ponders her naïve belief that her second pregnancy would be easier than her first, and struggles with her ambivalent feelings toward this second child. 27 Through its balance between describing the physical experience of childbirth and the interior monologue of the protagonist, the first chapter becomes an insular portrait of pregnancy and childbirth housed in the body and mind of Kazue. Minimal reference is made to other events at the time, and it is only at the end of the first chapter, after she learns that her child died in the womb, that Kazue notes that it is the tenth day of the Greater East Asia War (Dai tōa sensō). At this point, the personal is not political.
In conjunction with this description of one woman's individual experience of childbirth, the story also emphasizes the close connection between mother and child.
Throughout the opening chapter, while in the process of giving birth to her second child, Kazue's experience from the official version of motherhood in Japan at the time, in which women were the custodians of all wards of the nation. Consequently, this portrayal of the mother-child relationship demarcates an individual woman's experience as a mother from the official version of maternity for the nation, underscoring multiple definitions of motherhood.
The Ambivalence of Stillbirth
Ushijima further challenges conventional assumptions about motherhood through the protagonist's ambivalent attitudes toward her second child, a daughter who, unlike her brother, was conceived in Manchuria. During the process of giving birth, Kazue looks back at her pregnancy. The second experience lacked the intense anticipation and feeling of connection of the first, and perhaps as a result, Kazue was riddled with guilt throughout.
Despite or perhaps because of viewing herself so specifically as Taku's mother, she felt distanced from the feeling (jikkan kara dōshiteka tōi) that she would become the mother of a second child. 33 She questioned whether she could love another child, and could not believe that she could call anyone besides Taku "her own" (jibun no ko). 34 She acknowledged that love is not something that can be cut in half, like tofu or yōkan (sweet bean jelly), but wondered where such feelings for the second child would originate. 35 In light of the relational nature of mothering, Kazue's apprehension about how this second child will change her relationship with her firstborn also reflects concerns about her own identity as a mother. The existence of a second child expands the boundaries of the mother-child relationship and destabilizes the initial version of motherhood specifically centered on the ties between Kazue and her son.
Following the discovery that her second child, a baby girl, has been stillborn, Kazue distances herself from her grief and her family members. In the scenes immediately after she learns of the baby's death, she is unable to cry and instead merely observes the reactions of others. Watching her own mother light incense for the family shrine, Kazue feels pity, not for herself or her daughter but instead for her mother, in whom she feels Kazue even dissociates herself from her once-beloved son Taku. She gazes at him with indifference (mukanshin ni nagame) and finds his energy "irritating" (urusai). 39 She goes so far as to say that it is as though the love she once felt for him was being "absorbed by the dead baby" (shinda akanbō no hō ni suitorareteikuyōdeatta). 40 While this reaction seems to be due to the shock of this terrible news, it also signifies a shift in her identity as a mother. By pushing away her son, Kazue seems to be denying the maternal identity Tuttle Hansen has described in her study of representations of mothers without children in North American fiction as being "both one thing-a mother-and another-a notmother." 41 In other words, Kazue has fulfilled the conventional expectations of motherhood through the act of giving birth, and yet the stillbirth and her subsequent reaction seem to diverge from and challenge conventions.
Although Kazue attempts to reject her maternal identity, her circumstances prevent her from doing so. Her son Taku is a living reminder of her motherly responsibilities, but even more significantly, her body continues with its maternal duties as well. Despite the death of her infant daughter, Kazue's breasts begin to produce milk and her body continues to secrete postpartum discharge. 42 In maintaining its productive functions, it is as though her body refuses to let her forget, much less escape, motherhood. Moreover, although Kazue's loss of her baby girl and subsequent rejection of her young son may nullify the individualized maternal identity of the first chapter, other elements allow Kazue to maintain her status as a "mother," albeit a different kind of one.
The Colonial Project as Stillborn?
Kazue's loss of her infant in childbirth also leads her to reconsider her ties to Japan and Manchuria. The story takes place in Japan because, in keeping with the Japanese practice of satogaeri (literally, "return to one's hometown"), Kazue has returned home to Japan to give birth. As mentioned previously, the child was conceived in Manchuria-a fact that connects both the child and, by extension, Kazue to the gaichi. At one level, the loss of this child may be read as a general commentary on colonial Manchuria. During this period, images of birth were regularly used in relation to Manchuria. For example, officials talked about the establishment of Manchukuo as the "birth" of a new nation.
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Japanese literary critics in Manchuria also discussed ways of cultivating and "giving birth to" a new national literature, Manshū bungaku. 44 If we interpret the unborn child as a symbol of the colonial territory, then the stillbirth resonates as a negative evaluation of the colonial enterprise-like the child, the project in Manchuria did not come to full maturity. In a further extension of this reading, the child's death symbolizes the difficulty or even impossibility of making the colonial project in Manchuria productive-and in particular, the challenges of generating identities in the colonies.
The fact that the stillborn child is female also resonates with the negative forecast of Manchuria. The patriarchal structure of Japanese society at the time favored sons because they would be the future heads of household. Daughters, in contrast, were treated as second-class citizens due to the expectation that they would eventually marry 
From the Colonial Body to the National Body
After living in Manchuria for six years, Kazue has experienced various changesparticularly in her own identity. She states that, while abroad, she learned to consider or understand "the perspective of a citizen of Manchuria" (Manshū no kokumin toshite no tachiba). 49 She does not explicitly define this outlook that is unique to subjects in Manchuria, but she does indirectly distinguish it from the viewpoints of Japanese on the mainland. As the narrative continues, Kazue reveals that not only was she able to comprehend these different views, but she eventually came to "love Manchuria" and "had completely become a citizen of this country" (kono kuni no kokumin ni narikitteshimau).
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Later, when she is back in Japan, Kazue directly points out the contrast between those in Japan proper and those in the colonies by observing that she would have had a different response to the news reports of Japan's military exploits had she still been in Manchuria.
This passage reiterates the distinction between the perspective of the metropole and that of the colonies, but also emphasizes Kazue's ability to see through each of these lenses.
Ushijima was not the only writer to highlight these divergences. In another text
by a Japanese woman living in Manchuria, the author Koizumi Kikue distinguishes between these views and asserts the perspective of subjects in Manchuria. 51 For example, she subtly critiques Japanese on the mainland who idly listen to gunka, songs celebrating the Japanese military's struggle on the battlefield, calling her compatriots "innocent as Ushijima's protagonist Kazue also asserts the unique perspective of a colonial resident. However, in "Woman," this viewpoint is manifest in her claims to be able to "objectively" (kyakkantekini) view Japan after living in Manchuria. 53 The distance gives her a perspective on Japan different from that of her counterparts at home, who, she implies, lack such objectivity. Yet, while this assertion of impartiality affirms her outlook, it also further underscores her difference from Japanese in the homeland. She remains ethnically Japanese, but as studies on colonial discourses of assimilation have shown, being a Japanese subject required more than just ethnicity.
Colonized subjects throughout Japan's empire were pressured to assimilate Japanese cultural practices-learning the Japanese language, taking on "modern" habits, and so on. By engaging in these customs, these colonized peoples were led to believe that they could eventually become, like their ethnically Japanese counterparts, full-fledged imperial Japanese subjects. Yet these notions of Japanese identity also posed a challenge for ethnically Japanese subjects. 54 If Japanese identity could be achieved by people who were not ethnically Japanese, then how stable was the identity of an ethnically Japanese individual? Faced with this instability, second-and third-generation Japanese settlers in the colonies, many of whom had never set foot in Japan proper, found their own claims to Japanese identity questioned by their mainland counterparts.
Ushijima was aware of these challenges to the identities of Japanese colonists. In a 1941 essay entitled "Issues with Japanese Women in Manchuria," published in Fujin kōron (Ladies' review), Ushijima notes the critiques of nisei, or second-generation, Japanese women born and raised in Manchuria-critiques admonishing them for their carelessness in the home environment and their lack of gentility and grace. 55 She attributes these alleged flaws to their environment-the harsh climate of Manchuria, but also the fact that these women are distanced from the history and traditional culture of Japan. 56 Such beliefs were not limited to Ushijima. In a 1920 report on the conditions in Harbin in Chūō kōrōn (Central review), one Japanese writer describes concern for his gaichi counterparts, particularly for the Japanese children who would "grow up with irregularities and with unimaginably strange psyches," not knowing life in Japan firsthand. 57 As a result of these negative attitudes toward colonialist Japanese, many returnees faced challenges to their identities as Japanese even after returning to their "homeland." 58 In "Woman," Kazue's ties to the colonies undermine her claims to Japanese identity within the metropole. As mentioned earlier, she confesses that during her time in Manchuria, she has become a subject of Manchuria. Her identity as a colonialist Japanese woman, differentiating her from those in Japan proper, calls into question her affiliation with Japan: as a subject of Manchuria, can she also be a subject of Japan? Caught between her homeland of Japan and her adopted home of Manchuria, Kazue finds herself in a position of ambivalence that is similar to her dilemma of motherhood in which she felt torn between her son and her daughter.
Ushijima paints such ambivalence as dangerous and untenable. Before returning to
Kyūshū to give birth, Kazue had an "uneasy or ominous" feeling (fuan demoari bukimi demoatta) about her trip. 59 Although the specific dangers are never identified, this passage suggests that Kazue is aware that Japan may not be a hospitable environment for her or for her unborn child. Although Kazue arrives at her parents' home safely, her unborn child does not survive. Kazue's ambivalent position is dangerous, but she at least has the option of "returning" to Japan. For her daughter, traveling to Japan is lethal. The daughter is both Japanese and not-Japanese, due to her Manchurian homeland and her Japanese ethnicity. Unlike her mother Kazue, who grew up in Japan, the daughter's connection to the metropole is tenuous. As mentioned earlier, Japanese ethnicity was not necessarily enough to justify a subject's claims of Japaneseness. Furthermore, the daughter's ambivalent existence threatens the foundations of Japanese identity by revealing the falsity of its claims to purity and authenticity. 60 The death of the child thus represents a warning for
Kazue to overcome her own ambivalence and fully return to Japan.
"Returning" to the Kokutai as a Reproductive Soldier
After trying to process the loss of her daughter and her own confused feelings about her ties to Manchuria and Japan, Kazue eventually emerges from her grief and ambivalence.
She is finally moved by a news report on December 25, 1941 that announces the enemy's surrender of Hong Kong. 61 Then, upon hearing the story of some soldiers' experiences on the frontlines-doggedly advancing on the enemy from the beach, swimming with their rifles, digging trenches in the sand-Kazue comes to assert that while a man's duty is to fight for the empire, a woman serves the empire by bearing children. 62 She declares that these two responsibilities "are simply opposite sides of the duty to cultivate the Japanese race." 63 This passionate realization is accompanied by an equally dramatic turn in the narrative: Kazue-the woman who once described herself solely as "the mother of Taku"-vows to dedicate her body to serving the nation and bearing many children.
This desire to give birth again is described as "physiological" (seiritekina mono), "like the need for water" (mizu o motomeru yōni). 64 In following up her declaration, Kazue allows her physical body (nikutai) to be subsumed into and mobilized for the national body (kokutai).
These gender-specific ways for men and women to enact their patriotism reflect popular constructions of Japanese subjecthood at the time. Framing women's responsibilities in the context of Japan's war effort, officials referred to Japanese women who gave birth as "reproductive soldiers." 65 Likening women to their male counterparts on the warfront, this concept recruited Japanese women in support of imperial expansion while maintaining their positions in the domestic sphere. This reconfiguration of pregnancy and childbirth as patriotic actions gave women a way to assert their loyalty without challenging gender roles.
In addition to affirming her status as a devoted Japanese subject, likening her experience of loss to that of a soldier enables Kazue to reconfigure the death of her child as a sacrifice for the nation. The senseless stillbirth gains meaning when it is reframed within the context of Japan's war effort as an act of patriotism. Furthermore, taking on the mantle of "reproductive soldier" gives Kazue a new identity and a new purpose in life.
Upon hearing a news report on the surrender of the enemy in Hong Kong, Kazue's "sadness at losing a child became intertwined with the excitement of the new era that Japan was giving birth to." 66 Not only can her loss be reconfigured as a sacrifice for the nation, but Kazue herself can participate in the "birth" of a "new era." Instead of accessing a maternal identity through her biological children, Kazue can now define her motherhood through the nation. Consequently, as a "reproductive soldier" for the nation, Kazue can
give meaning to the death of her child, and confirm her identity as a Japanese woman.
Taking on this particular form of nationalist motherhood also enables her to distance herself from her ties to Manchuria. As Noriko Horiguchi notes, "women's bodies were expected to act in accordance with shifting interpretations of which race and ethnicity legitimately constituted the Japanese body. Expected roles for women's bodies shifted depending on whether Japan was conceived as a multiracially, multiethnically diverse empire or a homogeneous one." 67 In Japan proper, Kazue's ties to the continent challenge her claims to a Japanese identity. By choosing motherhood for the empire-the homogenous one rather than the multiethnic empire that included Manchuria-Kazue could stabilize her position as a Japanese subject in Japan proper.
Kazue's acceptance of nationalist motherhood also allows her to escape from her grief, and from any reminders of the self that she associated with her now deceased daughter. Nationalist motherhood depersonalizes the female body and transforms it into a vessel for the needs of the nation. Kazue is not "the mother of Taku" or the mother of her stillborn daughter, but rather has become simply a mother for the nation-the onna, or "woman," of the title who serves the kokutai. Consequently, just as her body is given over to the nation, so her grief becomes subsumed into the nationalist sentiment celebrating the sacrifices of loyal subjects.
Conclusion
Ultimately, "Woman" portrays motherhood for the nation as Kazue's salvation from her grief and from her destabilized identity as a former colonist. The shift in her priorities from her own individual concerns to the nation's war effort follows the trajectory of other texts in which an inward-looking person learns to look outward and sacrifice for the greater good of the community. On the surface, then, this work depicts support of the war effort, and by extension national motherhood, as desirable outcomes. Yet, in portraying the perspective of a colonialist Japanese woman, the story also reveals a kind of ambivalence toward the colonies and their residents that points to fissures within Japan's empire.
Despite the seemingly shared goal of promoting Japan's expanding empire, differences between domestic and colonial visions of what empire actually entailed resulted in the destabilization of subjects' ties to Japan and to the questioning of colonialist subjects' loyalties to the "motherland" and the colonies. Even when Japanese women contributed to empire in officially sanctioned ways-in this story's case, as mothers or as colonizersthe conflicting agendas of different imperial projects could result in their marginalization or even alienation. Kazue's participation in empire leads to her self-identification as a "citizen of Manchuria." Yet it is that very identity that undercuts her status in Japan, and on a symbolic level contributes to the death of her daughter, whose existence is tied to the colonies. The story thus underscores the ways that Japan's imperialist agendas could marginalize the very subjects that supported them.
At the same time, it is important to note that while these inconsistencies resulted in the alienation of individuals who worked in support of empire, such seemingly backward logic could work in the favor of empire as well. Ushijima's story also portrays the appeal of nationalist discourses, particularly for colonialist Japanese, whose own bodies were literally and figuratively distanced from the nation. Challenged by both colonized subjects as well as by their supposed compatriots in Japan proper, Japanese in the colonies made efforts to assert their Japanese identities. As discussed in this essay, Japanese women faced particular challenges because of their intersectional identities as gendered national subjects. In response to such challenges, colonialist Japanese women subscribed to nationalist forms of identity, and thus maintained their privileges as imperial Japanese subjects-even at the expense of transforming themselves from physical bodies (nikutai)
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13. Lu, "Sōsetsu: Zasshi 'Geibun' no zengo," 21. 14. Japanese readers on the mainland were unfamiliar with Manchurian literature until the early 1940s for several reasons. First, many mainland Japanese perceived their counterparts in
